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Editorial

Earthquake Needs Prophylaxis
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Earthquake derived injuries were accounted as an endemic problem of Iran and neighboring countries (1). Every several years, a relatively severe earthquake shakes not
only the earth but also the heart and mind of the Iranians.
Again, another area of Iran, Kermanshah has tolerated a
magnitude 7.3 earthquake with about 569 dead, 9000 injured, and a total of 43000 affected people (2). Respecting the principle of better outcome by prophylaxis, reducing the harm of the earthquake requires a comprehensive
preparation in the context of primary, secondary and tertiary prophylaxis.
While the primary prophylaxis is the real type of prophylaxis and intends to prevent the cause of a disease, regarding earthquake, preventing it is impossible. The scope
of this would be to lessen the physical and psychological damage. Therefore, primary prophylaxis demands a
comprehensive governmental approach by strict rules for
buildings, correct design of delivery of energy type like
natural gas and electricity to buildings, and making the
people ready on how to encounter and protect themselves
and others from an occurred earthquake. Specific prepared groups of medical and rescue team experts in a definite type of disaster may lessen the possible injuries as well
(3). It means thinking about a disaster before the disaster.
Secondary prophylaxis aims to prevent disabilities. It
requires to educate, prepare, and organize health and rescue systems on to how to manage mass injured patients
from an earthquake. Its scope starts from the scene to hospitals to rehabilitating and supporting systems. The type
of injuries depends on specific factors like time of earthquake, the characters of the buildings, and programs designed by the primary prophylaxis. Lessons and even descriptions of previous similar crisis would be useful. Limb
and spine injuries are common after a devastating earthquake (4). For example results of the Bam earthquake suggests the importance of renal protection and more conservative treatment of fractures of a crushed limb (5). The

standard condition for orthopedic surgery that prevents
postoperative infection in a busy operating room in a local
hospital should be provided. Nevertheless, the principle of
treatment may need to modify when previous similar experiences are considered.
Tertiary prophylaxis is to treat disabilities. Although
the nature of a disaster makes this type of prophylaxis inevitable, the art of governmental organizing and health
systems is to shift the focus of prophylaxis to the more primary types. The main burden of expenses seems to belong
to treat physical and psychological disorders of individuals surviving a disaster and to rebuild ruined buildings.
This could be prepared and protected by thinking about
primary prophylaxis instead. Obviously, a team approach
is necessary in decreasing the effects of disabilities of survivors of a disaster. Also, this approach requires its own
specific considerations relying on similar experiences of
previous occurrence.
In conclusion, a harmonic approach to prophylaxis a
disaster such as an earthquake is needed by considering
previous similar experiences and shifting focus more on
primary prophylaxis. Secondary and tertiary prophylaxis
includes therapeutic measures, however, the concept of
prophylaxis means planning and organizing to encounter
a critical condition in advance. It is clear that tertiary
type of prophylaxis has its own importance and should be
planed, run, and evaluated by an experienced team again
by considering previous experiences.
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